
Seen in perspective, maybe I could say that what is hap-
pening to me is what happens to those writers who deep
down are always writing the same book. With the possible
variations that my work might have suffered from my long
career, I consider the whole of my production a single work.

Antoni Tàpies, 1995

This retrospective exhibition of Antoni Tàpies (Barcelona,
1923) includes over a hundred works dating from the 1940s
to the present-day, and proposes an exploration of the mater-
ial nature of the work of Tàpies as a basic principle for under-
standing his influence and position in the history of contem-
porary art. Tàpies’s career is characterised by his consistency
and unity, but at the same time reflects inflections that reply
to oscillations of different aesthetic paradigms.
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23rd and 25th FEBRUARY, 
1st and 3rd MARCH, 19 - 21 h
Course
The poetics of matter. On the work of
Antoni Tàpies
Directed by Manuel J. Borja-Villel.
With Pep Agut, Xavier Antich, 
Pedro G. Romero,Carles Guerra, 
Antoni Llena, Antoni Mercader, 
Pere Portabella and Antoni Tàpies.

23rd FEBRUARY, 19 h
Lecture
Antoni Tàpies. Retrospective
By Manuel J. Borja-Villel.
Auditorium. Free admission. 
Limited number of seats.

29th FEBRUARY and ALL SUNDAYS IN
MARCH, 11 - 13 h
Workshop for children
Matter, texture and expression
Recommended for children aged 4 to 12.

ACTIVITIES AROUND THE EXHIBITION

TÀPIES
R e t r o s p e c t i v e

ANTONI TÀPIES. Personatge amb gats, 1948. 
© Fundació Antoni Tàpies / VEGAP, Barcelona, 2004

In recent decades, the work of Antoni Tàpies responds to
the new political and cultural situation of democratic Spain. A
widely renowned artist, he confronts the very historiography of
his painting using large formats and materials such as varnish,
with which he attempts to tension the very constrictions of this
language discovered in matter paintings. His use of varnish
determines a more fluid, asymmetric composition, with a pre-
dominance of gestures, stains and transparency, and is accom-
panied by his renewed interest for oriental art traditions and
culture. The transformation of materials, the passing of time
and the presence of death, as occurs in Rèquiem (1995), bring
together the themes that have remained constant since the out-
set of his artistic career. 
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dawdled drawing. The essential things are the intentional ele-
ments with which the artist reports the subject, the forms it
takes on, the signs printed in it; examples of this are works such
as Blanc amb taques roges (1954) or Pintura núm. XXXV (1956).
Tàpies intends that observers perceive painting as an event, as
a matter in a state of movement and constant change.

Although Tàpies had constructed objects since the 1940s,
such as Capsa de cordills (1947) and Porta metàl·lica i violí
(1956), it wasn't until the mid-sixties when the elements of
exterior reality took on a more defined objectual character in
his paintings. The human figure appeared again, but did so
representing alienated man, an anti-hero of abject postures, a
fragmented body, like in Relleu gris sobre fusta (1965). In the
1970s, the time of expansion of arte povera and Post-
minimalism, conceptual manifestations, and a renewed inter-
est in the object induced in the light of Dalí, Tàpies’s works
took on three dimensions, as can be seen, for instance, in Taula
de despatx amb palla (1970), Cadira coberta (1970) and Fusta
plegada i vas (1970); in these works we can also find daily ele-
ments such as slippers or mattresses, alongside fragile perish-
able materials that refer to autobiographical elements. 

This use of humble materials in Tàpies’s work gradually
accentuates a social intention that expresses the anguish caused
by the oppression of late Francoist society, as occurs in L’esperit
català and 7 de novembre, both from 1971. In the words of the
artist: “The social and political situation of my country has
always had a significant repercussion on my work. I believe
this has to do with the fact that the conception of art for art's
sake is not acceptable to me. I have always had a utilitarian
attitude towards art.” This social utility of art for Tàpies comes
from the possible introspection and deep contemplation con-
tained in works of art. The artist takes on the role of a magi-
cian, whose function is to recover ritual and give art work back
its ability to modify awareness. 

Tàpies is an artist who straddles two different historical and
cultural moments. On the one hand, his subjects and obses-
sions, with roots in daily and even waste elements, are closer
to the generation that reacted against abstract Expressionism;
on the other, his aesthetic postulates basically line up with exis-
tentialist currents. 

The exhibition starts with a selection of drawings and self
portraits dating from the 1940s, where we can already appre-
ciate Tàpies’s thematic aspects and the way he will use materi-
als when he reaches maturity. These motifs, such as the eso-
teric signs and self referential calligraphy, the countryside, and
the ambiguous use of the body and sexuality, arise from con-
tact with the different primitivisms, like children’s art or the
art of the mentally ill; from the graffiti photographs by Brassaï,
and also from the influence of the surrealist Joan Miró and
Max Ernst, and the work of Paul Klee.

In those early years of his life, Tàpies’s readings were of
great importance: authors such as Jean-Paul Sartre, Henri
Lefebvre and Karl Jung, the scientific theories of Einstein and
Plank, who offered another view of reality, the mystical texts
of Ramón Llull and oriental philosophy made him understand
his work as an act of perception of the world, where matter is
inseparable from the represented image. His work, close to
the concepts of the low and sacred expressed by Georges
Bataille, shows his concern for inert matter, decadence, the
fragmented body and ritual. 

From 1954, Tàpies removed all apparent figuration from
his painting and worked in the so-called “matter painting”,
characterised by an organised composition and surfaces with
dense textures, with a predominance of ochre, grey and brown,
with a geological appearance or similar to a wall. For Tàpies
these works involved the discovery of a new language that
enabled him to recreate a world where objects cannot exist aside
from their own matter and the subject. The basic things in
these “walls” are not the plastic features derived from textural
qualities or colour tones nor the represented object, nor the

ANTONI TÀPIES. Pintura ocre, 1959. MACBA Collection. Barcelona City Council Fund.
© Fundació Antoni Tàpies / VEGAP, Barcelona, 2004

ANTONI TÀPIES. Cap i creu, 1995. © Fundació Antoni Tàpies / VEGAP, Barcelona, 2004


